
Make seating playful and lightweight!



One modular soft seating
solution, endless
configurations...



Claria™ is a modular seating system based on
distinct shapes across 4 heights of 900mm,
600mm, 450mm and 300mm.

Perfect for children of ALL ages, these shapes
are built around a high-density foam which is
robust and offers durability and comfort over
time.

Use Claria™ to create unique seating areas in
your learning spaces or mix with our browser
and shelving rangers for a cohesive aesthetic.

Why choose Claria™ soft seating?

Create a flexible environment
It adapts to various types of
teaching and activities:
collaborative work, individual
work, relaxation space,
reading and writing area etc...

Reconfigure spaces quickly
Achievable thanks to its light
and easily movable elements.
Don’t be trapped by a fixed
layout. Reconfigure your layout
in less than five minutes!

Helps to develop autonomy
Let them reconfigure and
adapt their own space that
best suits their needs. Children
can move the shapes around
to their hearts content.



Your Space, Your Design.

Rather than being restricted to rigid structures
and activities, there are innovative ways to strike
a healthy balance between academic freedom
and frameworks within the learning environment. 

Create a more flexible space that fosters focus,
creativity and learning, collaboration and
socialising with moveable, modular seating.

There are 19 different sizes and shapes to create
an endless range of tiered and free-standing
seating arrangements to fit your space.

Unlike traditional timber frame seating, the
individual elements of the system are easy to
move, giving your students the autonomy to
reconfigure their own space quickly.

A robust and high-quality engineered product
that is durable and easy to maintain.





Choose 
your shape



Shape Features Height Inspiration

2 heights
450mm
300mm

3 heights
600mm
450mm
300mm

2 heights
300mm
450mm

4 heights
900mm
600mm
450mm
300mm

Square

Corner

Quadra Wedge

Create cosy seating in corners
or in the centre of your space
Use to create tiers with all 3
heights.

Hexagon

Perfect for creating curved
configurations with Everna™
Discovery - providing children
with a seat to browse through
your book stock!
Create a hexagon configuration
using 6!

Versatile and lightweight.
Small enough to use as individual
seating in primary schools and
libraries.
Matches the height of Discovery
kinderboxes.
Looks great combined with other
hexagons.

Rectangle

The only shape to come in all 4
heights!
Create tiered and corner
shapes.
Combines easily with squares
and corners.

2 heights
300mm
450mm

2 height
300mm
450mm

Hexa Wedge

Perfect for creating curved
configurations with Everna™
Discovery.
Combines easily with squares,
rectangles and quadra wedges.

Versatile and lightweight.
Small enough to use as
individual seating in primary
schools and libraries.
Matches the height of
Discovery kinderboxes.



Choose 
your height



900mm

450mm 300mm

450mm

600mm

300mm



Choose 
your colour



Claria™ colour options have been carefully selected so you can match your Everna™
Discovery book browsers and our Everna™ shelving range...

Slate Kiwi Ochre

The range comes in three contemporary colours that compliment the vast ma�ority of library
colour schemes. The colours work individually or combine together for a cohesive feel. 



Choose 
your configuration
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457,24 mm

400 mm9

 784mm

396 mm
157°

135° 11

Rectangle
Code: CL66946  Price: £389.00

Corner
Code: CL59808  Price: £539.00

Square
Code: CL54235  Price: £145.00

Square
Code: CL05247  Price: £145.00

Hexagon
Code: CL86975  Price: £165.00

Hexagon
Code: CL90110  Price: £165.00

Quadra Wedge
Code: CL67545  Price: £275.00

Hexa Wedge
Code: CL57753  Price: £289.00

Rectangle
Code: CL38374  Price: £259.00

Rectangle
Code: CL60072  Price: £295.00

Corner
Code: CL69846  Price: £409.00

457,24 mm

400 mm8

900mm

600mm

450mm

665 m
m

786 mm

121 mm

60°

665 m
m

10

*All prices exclude VAT



393 mm

786 mm12 786 mm

393 mm

393 mm13

393 mm

393 mm14
393 mm

393 mm

 784mm

396 mm

157°

135°

15

19

300mm

Square
Code: CL91595 Price: £105.00

Rectangle
Code: CL52694  Price: £215.00

Corner
Code: CL42096  Price: £289.00

Square
Code: CL39337  Price: £105.00

Hexagon
Code: CL09291  Price: £125.00

Hexagon
Code: CL80056  Price: £125.00

Quadra Wedge
Code: CL86848  Price: £225.00

Hexa Wedge
Code: CL66891  Price: £249.00

457,24 mm

400 mm16
457,24 mm

400 mm17

665 m
m

786 mm

121 mm

60°

18

*All prices exclude VAT



A freestanding configuration ideal for presentation, relaxation or reception areas. Let children
redesign their own space!

Build this for
under £1,500

Take inspiration from our suggested
configurations...

Build this for
£1,000

Perfect for the middle of a room to allow children to quickly �ump on
and start reading. Also gives you an easy option to reconfigure the
seating to suit their needs.

3 3 4 13 14 14

10 10 18 18

Consists of:
2 x rectangle (600mm)
1 x corner (600mm)
1 x corner (300mm)
2 x square (300mm)

Consists of:
2 x Quadra Wedge (450mm)
2 x Quadra Wedge (300mm)



Build this for
£2,630

Build this for
£1,306

Perfect for the middle of a room to allow children to quickly �ump on and start reading. Also gives
you an easy option to reconfigure the seating to suit their needs.

A tiered layout is a transformable, versatile and easy-to-change solution for a
comfortable and attractive environment. Must be supported against a wall or Everna™
shelving.

Consists of:
1 x Rectangle (900mm)
2 x Corner (900mm)

1 2 2 5 5 12 12 12

5 13 13 14

2 x Rectangle (600mm)
3 x Rectangle (300mm)

Consists of:
2 x Rectangle (600mm)
2 x Corner (300mm)
2 x Square (300mm)

5 14

Use with your
Everna™ shelving...



Mix Claria™ & Everna™ Discovery
A combination of low and mid browser boxes and Claria™.

Mix Claria™ & Everna™ Discovery
Link our low browser boxes together with Claria™.

£1,752

£957

Consists of:
2 x Quadra Wedge (450mm)
2 x Quadra Wedge (300mm)
2 x Everna™ Discovery low 4 bay 
1 x Everna™ Discovery low 6 bay
1 x Everna™ Discovery mid 4 bay
1 x Everna™ Discovery mid 6 bay

Consists of:
2 x Quadra Wedge (300mm)
3 x Everna™ Discovery low 6 bay



Mix Claria™ & Everna™ Discovery
Link our high browser boxes together with Claria™.

Mix Claria™ & Everna™ Discovery
Creating seating right next to the books to encourage spontaneous reading.

£1,540

£1,435

Consists of:
2 x Quadra Wedge (450mm)
3 x Everna™ Discovery high 6 bay

Consists of:
2 x Quadra Wedge (450mm)
2 x Quadra Wedge (300mm)
2 x Everna™ Discovery high 6 bay
1 x Everna™ Discovery high 4 bay



At WF Education Group, we focus our efforts on
supporting outcomes and empowering you to design the
right space for your needs.

We think differently and add value by bringing easy-to-
configure solutions and expertise: whatever the size,
space, or the activities you plan within it.

Contact us

Discuss your space

Together we can create amazing libraries...
Whether you require a full fit-out in a new build, to upgrade part of an existing library or
refurbish a whole new learning space, we offer you a complete turnkey service including:

Preparation of library designs and 30 layouts
Consultancy on space planning, library furniture, equipment, and associated installations
Expert Pro�ect Management
Quality and Safety Management

We will provide you with all the help you need, from planning your library layout design right
through to installation, aftercare and maintenance.  

hello@wf-education.com

+44 (0) 1743 812 200

Phoenix House
Battlefield Enterprise Park
Stafford Drive, Shrewsbury,
SY1 3FE

https://wf-education.com/contact/


Notes about Claria™
7802 140cm +/-2%
750gsm +/-10%
23
2% PU, 78% PVC, 20% Poly/Viscose woven backing
Full width on tube
25m
BS5852 Ignition source 5 (Crib 5), IMO FTP code Annex
1 Part 8, EN1021 1+2
Grade 5
No Deterioration
5000 Flex
Grade 4/5
> 1m
Warp: 64 Weft 62
Length: 0% Width: 1.8%
Wet rub 4/5
Dry Rub: 4/5
> 100,000
> 100,000

Anti-Microbial
Seating

Product Code and Width: 
Weight: 
Colours: 
Composition: 
Make Up: 
Ave Piece Length: 
FR Standards: 

Colour Fastness to Light: 
Urea Strength: 
Urea Flex: 
Stain Resistance: 
Hydrostatic Head: 
Tear strength (N): 
Stretch and recovery at 100N after 30mins: 
Wet rub: 
Dry Rub: 
Martindale Abrasion: 
Wyzenbeek Abrasion: 

Other: 
Product Usage: 

Wash care instructions:

1: Vacuum or wipe clean routinely with a microfibre cloth lightly dampened with cold water only.

2: Do not use solvents, Concentrated bleaches, Abrasives, Synthetic Detergents, Wax Polishes or
Aerosol Sprays.

3: Soak up spillages as soon as possible with an absorbent dry cloth to prevent staining. Clean with a
microfibre cloth, lightly dampened with cold water.

4: Remove bodily fluids promptly (within 15 minutes) with a solution of 10% bleach and 90% water.
Remove product residues and then dry with a clean absorbent cloth.

5: Note dyes and pigments from indigo jeans, ball point and felt tip pens may permanently stain.

6: Do not steam clean, Dry clean, fully immerse in water or tumble dry.

7: For general soiling, use a microfibre cloth (taking care to avoid Abrasive Damage to surface) and
tepid soapy water (non-Alkaline). Rinse clean with water and dry with absorbent cloth.

8: With any aspect of cleaning, it is essential that all residue is removed from the surface. DO not leave
any liquids in situ.



t : 01743 812200 e : hello@wf-education.com w : shop.wf-education.com/libraries

https://shop.wf-education.fr/bibliotheques/
https://shop.wf-education.fr/bibliotheques/

